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Eyes of Europe – What is?  >>  

“No Future Chaos?” was the weird punk manifesto of the seventies.   

Nonsense, the future is neither written nor anticipated by any prophet of doom 

however young. 

There is no such thing as a predictable future except in the hearts of a generation of 

mutant teenagers. 

Quite a few of them, the best of them consider leaving Europe for what they expect to 

be a better future elsewhere. Young European Jews are leaving for Israel or America 

by the thousands whereas millions of young Africans, Syrians dream of a future in 

Europe.  All sorts of diasporas are heading for Europe. The dramatic question 

sounds: how do Europe’s youngsters see their future? Put in simpler words, what do 

Europe’s eyes actually see? Europe’s eyes can see a high degree of frustration, 

even desperation across the old continent and pessimism all over, less hope and 

fewer opportunities than in their parents’ youth.   

Put in a nutshell, they can see doom all over: dark clouds with virtually no silver 

lining. 

Therefore they question the legitimacy of policy makers, newsmakers and money 

makers. This generation is one of sceptics, neither left nor rightwing but definitely 

realistic and matter of fact, better and faster informed mutants that are more 

connected than any generation before theirs. Their main frustration lies in their 

isolation within their national borders and ghetto communities.  

These invisible cultural walls that resulted in the past in so many national wars and 

regional conflicts in Europe must be dismantled and swiftly turned into bridges.  

http://elcor-international.org/media/Eyes_of_Europe_Program_En_20150302.pdf
http://elcor-international.org/media/Eyes_of_Europe_Program_Fr_20150302.pdf
http://elcor-international.org/media/Eyes_of_Europe_Program_De_20150302.pdf
http://elcor-international.org/media/Eyes_of_Europe_Program_Ru_20150302.pdf
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Nationalities, languages and religions do separate and tear apart even this first 

generation ever to be connected on social networks where they communicate, 

interact and learn from each other often in pidgin English. 

Eyes of Europe wants to teach them proper English and help them interact and 

debate more effectively in real time on all sorts of issues linked to their own future 

and that of the planet,  linked to the survival of Europe’s Civilization and ethics and 

that of the human species. They are the first generation of self-learners ever to have 

almost total access to the treasures of human knowledge. They are Europe’s future 

but are very little aware of it yet. It is Eyes of Europe endeavor and mission to help 

them grow by getting them to communicate and interact systematically with each 

other in real time on all possible European issues (violence, immigration, climate 

change, growth, diversity…) both individually (how to live a better life, how to think, 

learn, love eat differently) and collectively: how to become gradually a well-informed 

and critical European opinion and so doing grow gradually into such thing as a 

European people aware and proud of its European roots, past, history and values.  

Eyes of Europe is an interactive auto-active (self-learning) platform that urges mutant 

teenagers to communicate and teach each one another with the help of all possible 

electronic means. E.o.E.’s ambition is to help them discover, understand and love 

Europe with the support of a team of well trained teachers/guides/moderators, a 

bunch of brilliant intellectuals who have been trained in group communication. 

Eyes of Europe is intuiting the future of Europe.  Eyes of Europe likes to be thought 

of as  “Youngsters’ Identity Manifesto for a better Future”, which reads YIM:           

Why I Am. 

    

 

http://www.elcor-international.org/media/A_Manifest_For_Young_Europe_20150307.pdf

